Famous People’s

Pets
Illu str ation

Assignme nt

“Where will the vanity end?”

Materials: Thumbnails: Black & White, Roughs: Color Pencil or Color Markers
Final Art: Any style, any color media including digital

Assignment: People Magazine has commissioned you to create an illustration of a fictional pet that
embodies the personality and lifestyle of a famous person. You are lucky enough to get to choose this
individual and their pet. The magazine will run the image as a full page at 8 ½” x 11”. The Final art will be a
color piece.

Size: all work proportional to 8 ½” x 11, final art minimum size is 8 ½” x 11” mounted on 15” x 20” black
illustration board.
Critique number one: Present the research and reference materials (20 photos) along with your black and
white thumbnails and color rough.
Critique number two: The color final art, mounted on 15” x 20” black illustration board, along with all
thumbnails, roughs, in-class work, research and reference materials.

Thumbnails=
Research=
Color Rough=
Finished Art=

5 points possible
5 points possible
10 points possible
15 points possible

35 points total are possible for the project
Final art will be mounted on 15” x 20” black board with a Tracing paper cover flap and heavy dark
gray cover flap. Tape a 9” x 12” envelope on the back. The envelope will contain: B/W thumbnails,
Color Rough, Practice in-class work and research material.
C. 2006 Willie Works: Wealth and success multiple a 100 fold this very instant.

Pet Research
Celebrity Research Assignment
Let the bright lights, glamour, money, and scandals be your inspiration
Assignment: The research and reference materials are a graded part of this project.

Describe who the celebrity is and what they done and what are famous for?

What scandals and public humiliations has the celebrity endured (give us the dirt)?

What noble things (save the whales?) has the famous person done?

What is their lifestyle like (11 million dollars gold chains)?

What pet would this person have?
Why would they have it?

Find a minimum of 10 photos of the celebrity and 10 photos of the type of pet they would
have.

